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Abstract 

The impact of population aging on real estate prices has been closely scrutinized by Mankiw and 

Weil (1989) and others. This paper sheds new light on the literature on asset meltdown by examining 

the mechanism how the death of property owners and subsequent inheritances affect the realty 

market. By combining the unpredictable nature of death and inheritance and the unique 

characteristics of the Japanese tax system, which provides an incentive to heirs to sell inherited 

properties shortly after inheriting them, we use the incidence of inheritance to instrument for the 

supply of real estate and examine the causal relationship between supply and realty prices to find the 

following. First, a higher incidence of inheritance results in a larger number of properties for sale. 

Second, a larger number of properties for sale as a result of inheritances decreases transaction prices 

in the real estate market. And third, there exists a substantial difference in the demand elasticity of 

real estate property depending on whether land use regulations were relaxed or tightened. 
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